
Over the years and usually without intention, most, if not all successful practices will likely have a number of pre-ordained 
buyers years before any sale. They might be associates present or past, colleagues from study clubs, strangers that have 
banged on the door, or other practice owners in the area that flirt with a soon-to-sell dentist making it their stated intention that 
they would be happy to buy their practice when they are ready to sell. Let’s be clear, if we were in the shoes of these potential 
suitors, we would do the exact same thing. Why wouldn’t we? As is often the case, a well established practice in the hands of a 
legacy owner has significant transferable goodwill. If we could secure the ownership of a prime office in a buyer friendly private 
transaction without any competing interests, we would do this deal every day of the year.

Now it should be said, there is no inherent malice in this approach and some of the most successful dentists, people that we 
admire and consider friends, acquired a practice in just this fashion. They will also come to us when they wish to sell. In some 
instances, a transaction of this nature makes complete sense. Often, we do an appraisal and the owner will sell to an associate 
because that associate will make the sale a seamless and cost-efficient process, and the exposure they have to the clinic will 
naturally make them the rightful heir. In these instances, the guiding hand of a broker and the exposure to an open-market-

sealed bid process is perceived as an unnecessary lever to get the owner to their goal. 

Owner dentists are not innocent in this dynamic either. Weekly we will speak to an associate 
hungry to get on the ownership ladder. We like to call the dynamic they have with their principal 
dentist the never-never plan. Sometimes it can be very cruel. They have often dedicated many 
years to their employer/mentor with the promise of equity, a partnership or the entire business. 
Often the owner has just not got around to it, or they are not ready, or, perhaps they have been 
speaking to us and have no intention of acknowledging the sweat equity.BROKERAGE / COURTAGE 
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“Special Buyers” 
aren’t that special



We will always serve our client, and while we genuinely feel for the associate involved, it is our 
express directive that if a client is looking to maximize their bottom line, then the empirical tactic 
is taking that practice to the open market! The associate is more than welcome to make an offer 
in this circumstance. Additionally, if you have a collective of would-be successors, friends or 
special buyers, they too can step up to the plate. We were recently privy to an offer made by a 
“friend” on a practice that our firm had appraised…. let’s just say, who needs enemies?

A litany of recent disasters observed by our nationwide team have inspired this article. We have 
numerous clients that have completed an appraisal in recent years and subsequently “gone it alone”. 
While sometimes things work out well, the horror stories are too plentiful to ignore. Between dealing with 
erratic spouses, forced vendor take-backs caused by financing concerns, bad faith actors playing foil to the 
innocent buyer , we would be remiss if I didn’t speak up. Why somebody would let themselves get dragged into to 
this financial and administrative black hole is beyond us. We know that as brokers our fees are a deterrent, but when 
we assess the aftermath of how clients fare in the vast majority of these private transactions, we are increasingly 
certain that our fees are justified and then some. 

About 90% of all homes are sold via a Realtor® and let’s be honest, that is a much simpler transaction when 
compared to a dental practice.

One of the core pillars of our philosophy at ROI Corporation, is a 
dignified exit. Even before we try and put a figure on the additional 
lawyer’s fees - and the associated unquantifiable opportunity cost and 
emotional stress of having to manage this situation on your own - it 
really and truly becomes a false economy.
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